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1. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and &4(R) the category of 
Azumaya algebras over R. It was proved in [4] that if R is semilocal then, 
for X, Y, A E Obj &z(R) the “cancellation law” X @ -4 s X (3 Y T 
A s Y holds. In this note we prove a theorem which gives a set of equivalent 
conditions for cancellation over any ring. WC derive, as corollaries, the 
above result, a theorem of Knus and the “cancellation law” for Az(k[x]) 
where k is a perfect field. We show (Proposition 2) that cancellation does not 
always hold over polynomial rings in two variables. To show this, we first 
prove that if D is any noncommutative division ring, there exist nonfree 
projective ideals in D[x,y]. This result seems to be of some independent 
interest. 
For unexplained terms we refer to Bass [2]. 
2. In this section, we denote by A, Ez, X, I’, % ,... Azumaya algebras 
over a commutative ring R. If A C Z, A’ will denote the commutant of -4 
in 2. -411 unadorned tensor products will be over R. All homomorphisms 
till be R-homomorl>hisms. 
THEOREX For any A E Obj A?(R), the following conditions are equivaleni. . 
(1) FOY any integer n ;ZJ 1 and any Y, M,(Y) G M,(A) implies Y Q A. 
(2) FmanyX,Y,X~Y~X@AimpliesY~3. 
(3) For any %3 A and YCZ, Y’ 9 A’ implies Y T ;4. 
(4) For any integer n > 1 and any projective right A-nwdule P, P” 3 A” 
implies that P is an A-bimodule. 
Proof. (1) .- (2) Let X0 dcnotc the “opposite” of X and let X0 @ X 3 
End, P. We have X @ Y % X @ A, hence X0 @ X @, Y s X0 ($1 X @ -4, 
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i.e. (End P) @ Y q (End P) @A. By [2, p. 4761, there exists an R- 
projective module Q such that Q @ P 3 R” for some 12 3 1. Tensoring with 
End Q, we get from the above isomorphism that Mn( Y) 5 n/l,(A). Now (1) 
implies Y -,4. 
(2) 2 (3). We have Z = A @ 4’ = Y @ Y’. Since Y’ 3 8’, (2) 
implies Y r3 A. 
(3) 3 (1). Let # : M,(A) q M,(Y). The commutant of A in M&4) 
is M,(R) and hence the cornmutant of $(A) in MJY) is isomorphic to 
M,(R). On the other hand the commutant of Y in &Cr,( Y) is &In(R). Now (3) 
implies A 5 I’. 
(1) D (4). Let Pn e ,4”. We then have End, P” 3 M,JA). It is easy 
to see that End, P” % Mn(End, P). Thus, by (i) we have End, P s A. 
It follows from this isomorphism that P can be regarded as a left A-module 
and clearly this makes P into an d-bimodule. 
(4) 3 (1). Let q : Al,(Y) q M&4) be an isomorphism. Let ezi, 
1 < i, j < 12 denote the canonical matrix units of &Zn( Y). Let v(eij) = .fij . 
Then (f$) is a system of matrix units of ,%fJA) and we have a direct-sum 
decomposition 
into projective right d-modules. We assert that all the summands are 
A-isomorphic. In fact multiplication by j& gives an isomorphism of fii(A”) 
on to f3](-49, the inverse being multiplication by fij . Let P = f,,(D). 
We have P” 3 A”. Now (4) implies that P is an A-bimodule. Thus the map 
which sends any element of 4 into left-multiplication in P by that element 
gives a R-homomorphism of A into End, P. Since 9 is an Azumaya algebra, 
this map is a monomorphism. On the other hand, from Pvz 5 A”, we 
have MJEnd, P) 13 M&4) and computing the ranks over R, we get 
ns rank End, P = ?a2 rank A i.e. rank End, P = rank A. Thus .4 z End, P. 
We now show that End, P = Y. For 01 E End, P, the element 
clearly commutes with fij , 1 < i, j < 12 and v-i(~) is therefore an element 
of the cornmutant of Mn(R) in J&(Y), i.e. p-i(&) E Y. We thus have a 
map 6’ : End, P + Y which is easily seen to be an R-algebra homomorphism. 
It is in fact an isomorphism, the inverse map Y + End, P being given by 
y ~--t q~( y) 1 P. This proves (4) * (1). 
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COROLLARY 1 ([4, Proposition 3.21). If R is a senzilocal ring, any Sxumaya 
algebra A over R satisfies the conditions (l)-(4) of the Theorenz. 
Proof. We check (4). Let P n q A”. Since R is semilocal, A/rad A is an 
Artinian ring and the isomorphism Pn ~~4” implies (P/P rad A)11 2 
(A/rad A)“. By Krull-Schmidt theorem, it follows that P/P-rad A 3 Alrad A. 
Hence P s A. 
COROLLARY 2.l Let A = End, Q, where B is an Azumaya algebra and Q a 
projective B-module such that f-rank, Q > dim Max(R). u K”(B) has no 
torsion, then A satisjes the conditions (l)-(4) of the theorenz. 
Proof. VVe check (4). Let Pn 5 A”. Since A = End, Q, the algebras 
A and B are Morita-equivalent [2, p. 671. Under this equivalence, B corre- 
sponds to the B-module A @A Q = Q and P corresponds to P’ = P BA Q. 
We thus have a B-isomorphism Pin qQs”. Since KO(B) is without torsion, 
this implies that there exists a finitely generated projective B-module Q’ 
such that P’ @ Q’ 3 Q @ Q’. Since f-rank, Q > dim Max(R), the “cancella- 
tion theorem” of Bass shows that P’ 13 Q, i.e. P rr;l A, by Morita-equivalence. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R = K[x], with K a perfect jield. Then any Axumaya 
algebra A satisfies the conditions (l)-(4) of the theorem. 
Proof. By a theorem of Auslander-Goldman [l], the algebra -4 is 
Brauer-equivalent to D OK K[x] = D[nc] f or some central division algebra 
D over K. Hence, by [3, p. 1091, A is Morita-equivalent to D[x]. The equation 
S’” 3 T”, where S and T are projective (and therefore free) modules over 
D[x] clearly implies S 3 T. Hence the same is true for projective modules 
over A. Thus, the projective module P of condition (4) is isomorphic to A. 
Remark. If R = K[x, y], where K is a field of characteristic zero and if 
Br(K) = (0), then, by a theorem of Auslander-Goldman [l], Br(R) = (0). 
Hence, any Azumaya algebra A over R is Brauer- and therefore Morita- 
equivalent to K[x,y]. Since projective R-modules are free by a theorem 
of Seshadri [5], it follows that A satisfies the conditions (l)-(4) of the 
theorem. However, if Br(K) f (0), th ere alwavs exist Azumaya algebras _ 
over R which do not satisfy these conditions. To show this, we prove first 
the following Proposition which is of some independent interest. 
PROPOSKTION 1. Let D be arzy noncommutative division rirzg. Then 
A = D[x, y] contains a non-free projective ideal P such that A 3 P ‘3 9”. 
1 This result was kindly communicated to us by Knus. 
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Proof. Let a, b E D with c = aB - bu + 0. Consider the exact sequence 
of right A-modules 
0 + P + A2 -5 A -+ 0, 
where ~(h, cl) = (X + a)h - (I’ -+ b)~. 
The homomorphism v is surjective since y( Y + 6, X + a) = c is invertible 
in A. The module P is projective, since the sequence splits. We show that 
P is not free. For this, it is enough to show that P cannot be generated by 
a single element. It can be verified that the element (A,, pi) where 
A, = b(b-WJ - a)-la-lx + a-%a(ba - alp-y 
+ (Fub - u)-‘u-ivy -t (bu - ub)-ly2, 
p1 = b-lub(h-lab - a)-la-lx + a(bu - a&ly 
+ (Fub - a)--lu-1x2 + (bu - ub)-lxy 
and the element (A, , pa), where 
A2 = (ah-1 - B-la)-1 $ (a-lb-h(ub-1 - b-la)-’ 
+ a-%u(bu - ub)-l)y + (bu - ub)-ly2, 
/A2 = b-lu(ub-1 - b-la)-1 + b-1(&1 - b-la)-4 
+ u(bu - ub)-ly + @a - ub)-lxy 
are both in P. If P were to be generated by a single element (A, , pa), then 
the above elements would be multiples of (A,,, ,~a) and it is clear by com- 
paring degrees that A, must be a quadratic polynomial in X, y. On the 
other hand, it is easily seen that P cannot contain any element (A, p) with 
X linear in X, y. Thus A, must be of degree 2. Then, if (Ai , pi) = si(X, , &, 
i = 1, 2, the elements si must be non-zero elements of D. Now X, = s,h,, , 
implies that A, has no constant term. On the other hand A, = s,X, implies 
that A, has a non-zero constant term. This is a contradiction, which proves 
that P is not free. 
Since, for any (A, p) E P, we have X = 0 3 (A, p) = 0, it follows that the 
projection mapping P + A given by (A, p) ++ h is an A-isomorphism of P 
on to a right ideal of A. 
We use Proposition 1 to prove the following 
PROPOSITION 2. Let D be a noncommutative central division algebra over 
u$eld K. Then t?ze Azumuyu algebra A = D[x, y] does not satisfy the condition 
(I) of the theorem. 
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Proof. Let P be the projective A-module of Proposition I. From 
P 0 A 43 2, we get P3 @ A3 5 A3 @ A3. Since f-rank A3 > 2 = 
dim hIas(K[x, y]), it follows from the cancellation theorem of Bass [2, 
p. 1541, that P3 is isomorphic to d3. Hence M3(End, P) s M3g(A). We 
assert that B = End, P $ A. Since P3 Q -0, P is faithfully projective and 
we have that the mappings 
and 
f : P @.1 Hom,(P, A) + B 
g : Hom,(P, A) gjB P + A 
defined respectively by f( p @p’)(q) = p . p’(q) and g(p’ @ p) = p’(p) are 
isomorphisms of B- and A-bimodules respectively [Z, p. 681. Suppose now 
B s A. This means, in view of the above isomorphisms, that P is an invertible 
A-bimodule. Since by [3, p. 1081, Pit A 3 Pic(K[x, y]) = (0), it follows 
that P is free, which is a contradiction. This proves the Proposition. 
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